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We believe “good enough” is never enough. At TimberTech, we not only
like to challenge commonly held outdoor living conventions but we thrive
on helping homeowners design their ideal outdoor space. Our comfort
zone rests at the intersection of innovation and inspiration.
As our name implies, we use technology to create decking and railing
that is sustainable, long lasting, and low maintenance. We’re relentlessly
focused on giving you the products you want in the style and price range
you need.
We are TimberTech — Go Against the Grain with us.

Sustainability is at Our Core — Literally
The core of our composite decking products is made from 100%
recycled material.
Every year we use more than 145 million pounds of recycled
materials and prevent more than 25 million pounds of scrap
from going into landfills.
Most folks call it sustainability. We call it doing the right thing.
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D E C K I N G

O V E R V I E W

Choose What's Right For You
UNRIVALED DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Bring stylish sophistication and premium performance to your
backyard. TimberTech AZEK Decking is impervious to moisture

CAPPED POLYMER DECKING

and stays cooler on sunny days. Boards are made from a complex
blend of up to 54% recycled material. Available in narrow,
standard, and wide widths, this category makes designing a truly
one-of-a-kind deck easy.

PREMIUM STYLE AND PERFORMANCE
Explore premium decking in bold, beautiful colors with cap

4-SIDED CAPPED
COMPOSITE DECKING

protection. Boards in these collections are covered from top to
bottom and in the grooves with Mold Guard™ Technology to prevent
moisture damage. Composed of up to 80% recycled material and
offering color options ranging from solid to infinitely variable, the
TimberTech PRO Decking line doesn't disappoint.

ATTAINABLE AND ATTRACTIVE
Step into the world of long-lasting, low-maintenance, capped

3-SIDED CAPPED
COMPOSITE DECKING
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composite decking. This decking line is composed of up to 80%
recycled material, making it the sustainable option. With TimberTech
EDGE Decking, backyards everywhere can venture into the world of
composites that look good initially and for decades to come.

“T HE D ESIG NER SER IES”
VINTAGE COLLECTION®

$$$$

ARBOR COLLECTION®

$$$

HARVEST COLLECTION®

$$

• Wire-brushed, lowgloss finish

• Either cathedral or
straight grain finish

• Cathedral wood
grain finish

• 6 colors with complex
yet subtle highlights &
lowlights

• 4 colors with moderately
blended hues

• 3 solid colors

LEGACY COLLECTION

RESERVE COLLECTION

$$$
• Hand-scraped finish
• 6 colors with dramatically
varied hues

$$
• Cathedral wood
grain with heavy
wire-brushed finish
• 4 colors with bold
highlights & lowlights

TERRAIN COLLECTION™

$$
• Cathedral wood
grain finish
• 5 colors
(2 multi-tonal, 3 solid)
• Scalloped profile

PREMIER COLLECTION

PRIME+ COLLECTION™

PRIME COLLECTION

$

$

$

• Straight wood
grain finish
• 4 solid colors

• Straight wood
grain finish
• 2 colors with
blended hues
• Scalloped profile

• Straight wood
grain finish
• 2 solid colors
• Scalloped profile
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CAPPED POLYMER DECKING
TimberTech AZEK Decking is resistant to the elements, stays cooler on sunny days, and offers slip resistance. With narrow, standard, and
wide widths as well as new MAX boards available, designing a truly one-of-a-kind deck is easy.

Vintage Collection

®

Narrow Width
89 mm (3.5")

Features a complex blend of multi-color highlights and lowlights as well as an elegant wirebrushed, low-gloss finish.
•

All colors available in narrow, standard, and wide widths

•

Vintage MAX is a 38 mm (1.5”) thick board, that can be installed 61,0 cm (24”) on center. It’s
perfect for docks, boardwalks, and some commercial applications. Available in Coastline.

N EW!

Vintage MAX

X THICKNES
S
MA

Standard Width
140 mm (5.5”)

D E C KIN G

Wide Width
18,4 cm (7.25")
COASTLINE ®

ENGLISH
WALNUT ®

WEATHERED
TEAK ®

MAHOGANY

DARK HICKORY

CYPRESS

®

Arbor Collection

®

Boards that resemble rich woods with warm, moderately variegated colors.
•

All colors available in standard width

•

All boards available in standard thickness

Standard Width
140 mm (5.5”)
SPECIAL ORDER

BRAZILIAN
WALNUT

MORADO

®

ISLAND OAK ™

*Extended lead times may apply to certain geographies.
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AUTUMN
®
CHESTNUT

SILVER OAK *
®

HAZELWOOD *
®

MOUNTAIN
REDWOOD *
®

Harvest Collection

®

Traditional, cathedral wood grain patterns and a soft, solid color palette when using boards from
this TimberTech AZEK collection.
•

Brownstone and Slate Gray available in wide widths

•

Harvest MAX is a 38 mm (1.5”) thick board, that can be installed 61,0 cm (24”) on center.
It’s perfect for docks, boardwalks, and some commercial applications. Available in Slate Gray.

X THICKNES
S
MA

N E W!

Harvest MAX

Standard Width
140 mm (5.5")

D E C KIN G

N E W!

Wide Width
18,4 cm (7.25")

SLATE GRAY

BROWNSTONE

KONA

®

AZEK® Porch
Porch appeal outside your own front door. New wide width porch boards offer design
versatility and performance. Tongue-and-groove installation allow for smaller gaps
between boards.

Standard Width
79 mm (3.125")
Porch Board

Wide Width
140 mm (5.5")
Porch Board

WIDE WIDTHS AVAILABLE IN FOUR COLORS

COASTLINE ®

MORADO

®

MAHOGANY

SLATE GRAY

WEATHERED
TEAK ®

DARK HICKORY

BROWNSTONE

OYSTER

SPECIAL ORDER

®

SILVER OAK *
®

*Extended lead times may apply to certain geographies.

All decking products will get hot in the sun. Additionally, the darker the decking color, the hotter it will feel. For hotter climates, consider choosing a lighter color.
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4-SIDED CAPPED COMPOSITE DECKING
Decking in bold, beautiful colors with cap protection. Boards in these collections are covered from top to bottom and in the grooves with
Mold Guard™ Technology to prevent moisture damage. Composed of up to 80% recycled material and offering color options ranging from
solid to infinitely variable, the TimberTech PRO Decking line doesn’t disappoint.

Legacy Collection
Bring artisinal decking with a cascading, highly complex blend of natural-looking colors and a hand-scraped
texture to your deck design.

Tigerwood

ESPRESSO ™

WHITEWASH
CEDAR ™

TIGERWOOD

ASHWOOD

PECAN

MOCHA

N E W!

Reserve Collection

Inspired by reclaimed wood, the rustic wire-brushed finish highlights a classic cathedral wood grain and offers
scratch resistance.
N EW!

N EW!

N EW!

N E W!

Driftwood

DRIFTWOOD

ANTIQUE
LEATHER ™

STORM GRAY

DARK ROAST ™

Terrain Collection

™

Tap into the earthy and elegant moderately variegated and monochromatic colors of the Terrain Collection for a
timeless, rugged deck that’ll complete your outdoor living space.

Sandy Birch

RUSTIC ELM ®
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SANDY BIRCH

STONE ASH ®

SILVER MAPLE

BROWN OAK

3-SIDED CAPPED COMPOSITE DECKING
Step into the world of long-lasting, low-maintenance, capped composite decking. This composite decking line is composed of up to 80%
recycled materials, making it a sustainable option. With TimberTech EDGE Decking, backyards everywhere can venture into the world of
composites that look good initially and for decades to come.

Premier Collection
Design your ideal deck with these earthy and inspiring hues comprised of
solid colors and a subtle, straight grain pattern on every board.

Beachwood Gray™

MARITIME GRAY ™

DARK TEAK ™

TIDAL SAND ™

BEACHWOOD
GRAY ™

Prime Collection
Play up the simplicity of beautiful decking with these scalloped boards
offered in solid colors with a subtle, straight grain pattern.

Dark Teak™

MARITIME GRAY ™

DARK TEAK ™

N E W!

Prime+ Collection
Browse this selection of simply beautiful decking with a subtle blend of
colors and a stunning straight grain pattern.
N E W!

COCONUT HUSK ™

NEW!

Coconut Husk™

SEA SALT GRAY
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TRADITIONAL COMPOSITE RAILING
Discover this gorgeous railing profile that boasts an elegant and traditional millwork look. Composed of the same strong materials in
our capped composite decking, this railing is impervious to mold and moisture damage due to the all-synthetic cap that won’t weather or
splinter.

WHITE

BROWNSTONE

BLACK

SLATE GRAY

KONA ®

RADIANCERAIL ®

Railing Infills

ALUMINUM BALUSTERS

COMPOSITE
BALUSTERS

Square and round

GLASS CHANNEL KIT
Glass not included

CABLERAIL BY FEENEY ®

MINIMALIST METAL RAILING
Keep your sightlines clear and your design lines sleek with this railing in the minimalist metals category. Designed for style and safety,
decks with this railing gains an added air of sophistication. Railing is the first thing neighbors see when they peek into each other’s yards,
make a style statement with a minimalist metal railing.

WHITE

BLACK

DARK BRONZE

IMPRESSION RAIL EXPRESS ®

Railing Infills
ALUMINUM BALUSTERS
Square and round
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GLASS CHANNEL KIT
Glass not included

ALUMINUM BALUSTERS
With open mid-rail

GLASS CHANNEL KIT
With open mid-rail

GLASS SLATS KIT

STRONG SECURE FASTENING
Made of steel, these high-quality fasteners give decks added strength and integrity for years to come.

Fasteners
N E W!

N E W!

Light Gray screw
for Stone Ash® &
Sea Salt Gray

TOPLOC® FOR AZEK

TimberTech AZEK square shoulder
decks boards

TOPLOC® FASCIA FOR AZEK
TimberTech AZEK fascia boards

TOPLOC® FOR PRO & EDGE
TimberTech PRO and EDGE
square shoulder deck boards

N E W!

FUSIONLOC®

All grooved deck boards

CONCEALOC®

All grooved deck boards

Light Gray screw
for Stone Ash® &
Sea Salt Gray

TOPLOC® FASCIA
FOR PRO & EDGE

TimberTech PRO and EDGE
fascia boards

Guide for narrow &
standard width boards and
an extension attachment for
wide width boards

SIDELOC™

TimberTech AZEK square shoulder
deck boards

CORTEX®

All sqaure shoulder deck boards

FINISHING TOUCHES

TIMBERTECH® DECK CLEANER™
Field tested and approved specifically for
all TimberTech capped decking and railing
products. The best solution for seasonal
clean-up and to help remove common,
everyday spills and stubborn spots.
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1330 W. Fulton Street, Suite 350
Chicago, IL 60607

Find all of our products and outdoor living inspiration,
tools, resources, and more at TimberTech.com

